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1. Key Findings 
 
 

 The review found an overwhelmingly positive impression of the work carried out by the London Office. 
 

 In the face of tough market conditions the Norwegian Music Industry is making solid headway in the UK. 
 

 UK press and music industry awareness is increasing. 
 

 The breadth, depth and quality of industry relationships in the UK is strengthening. 
 

 The UK market is now more accessible. 
 

 Strategic flexibility has proven a strength. 
 

 Training and capacity building has improved industry professionalism. 
 

 The credibility of the Norwegian music industry has strengthened. 
 

 Forthcoming services are keenly anticipated. 
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2. Introduction 
 
The Music Export Norway London office serves as an industry lynchpin helping export Norwegian music in all genres 
and formats while enabling related businesses within the Norwegian music industry to establish meaningful and 
profitable relationships in the UK. Navigating a notoriously competitive arts environment, the office is focused not only 
on building Norwegian export capability but also ensuring that Norwegian talent enjoys the visibility and success it 
deserves. 
 
This report conducted by Music Ally is a review of the impact and performance of the Norwegian Music Export Office 
in London. It comprises qualitative research conducted through interviews with UK press and industry contacts and 
focus groups of Norwegian Music Industry professionals; plus quantitative analysis through an online questionnaire 
completed by 30 Norwegian music industry professionals.  
 
By way of this research the report aims to gain an insight into the two sides of the same Norwegian Music Export coin. 
On one side, the impact of the office's efforts on the perception, profile and success of Norwegian music in the UK 
within the UK press and music industry. On the other, how the office’s input is impacting on the export efforts of 
Norwegian companies and influencing the ways that these organisations are able to access the UK market. 
 
For the purposes of assessing the impact that the office is making, this report has taken an overview of relevant 
aims/objectives set by the office as it embarked on its original two year trial period in May 2008. These have been 
mapped against the thoughts and experiences of both Norwegian professionals and UK music industry professionals. 
 
Based on the research and contributors' input the report will make number of recommendations as to how the future 
of the London office might best serve the interests of the Norwegian music industry. 
 
N.B. In an effort to obtain as frank and useful input as possible it was made clear to contributors of both the online 
survey and the focus groups that no quotes would be attributed. Quotes shared by interviewees have been attributed. 

 
3. Background – History of MEN, office set up and aims 
 
Established in 2000, Music Export Norway exists to support exporters of Norwegian music of all genres in their efforts 
to promote, market and sell.  
 
It is owned by five industry organisations: IFPI Norway; FONO, the Norwegian Independent Record Companies 
Association; NOPA, the Norwegian Society of Composers and Lyricists; GramArt (the Recording Artists Association); 
and MFO, the Musicians Union.  
 
The efforts of the office include the provision of “information on Norwegian artists and companies, organising 
international trade show, conference and industry festival participation, building a substantial network of industry 
professionals and media and providing travel support to the most important international showcase arenas.” 
 
In 2008, Music Export Norway opened a UK office. Headed by Jonas Vebner and operating out of Music House in the 
Hammersmith area of London, the two-year pilot project was established to “coordinate the Norwegian music industry 
export efforts and strengthen their market access in one of our priority territories, the United Kingdom.” 
 
Motivations behind the initiative included: 
 

 The international influence of the British music media, often the bedrock for international profile and success; 

 The impact and the influence of British live music agencies across Europe and the vibrancy of the UK live 
music scene; 

 The fact that the UK physical music market was the third largest in the world and at the forefront of new 
digital initiatives to develop future music consumption services; 

 London acts as hub to the international music industry as well as the UK industry itself; 

 Britain is third largest export market for Norwegian music; 

 The UK market is notoriously difficult to access; 

 Music Export Norway were already directing efforts at the UK market. 
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4. Music Industry and Economic Background 
 

4.1 Music Sales 
 
Times have been tough for the international music industry over the last ten years as the transformation to digital, 
with all its associated issues and complications, continues to take large chunks out of revenues. From 2004 to 2009 
global sales fell by around 30% to around $17.5 billion with a further 8.4% fall to $15.9bn in 2010. 
 
Even the UK, which had managed a 1.4% growth in 2009 based largely on a 'digital surge', saw 2010 sales at $1.38bn 
fall by $170m or 11% year-on-year, thanks to a 19.2% fall in physical sales to $920m. Despite UK music fans spending 
more than £1bn on downloads in the seven years since legal digital services launched in the UK, causing digital sales to 
19.6% to $347m, digital growth has not made up for declining physical revenues. The UK has now been replaced by 
Germany as the third-largest music market. 
 

4.2 UK Live 
 
While recorded music has slumped there has been a resurgence in live music. In 2008 the value of live music for the 
first time overtook that of recorded music. This change reflects both the growth of live music and the diminishing size 
of the recorded music industry having been worth only half its value as recently as 2004. The PRS reports that 
spending on live music totalled £1.45bn in 2009 with music festivals alone generating in the region of £450 million. 
 
As with digital, the revenues generated by the live industry fall short of making up for the overall decline in recorded 
music sales. The headline success of live music, though a success story in real terms and good news in its own right, 
must still be viewed relative to the failure of recorded music sales. 

 

4.3 Royalties 
 
On the back of a slump in music sales comes the first ever year-on-year decline in performance royalties.  
PRS for Music recently announced a 1% decline in total royalties, down £7m to £611.2m in 2010. Despite an increase 
in income from overseas and UK commercial radio, royalties from recorded media fell 8.8% to £117.2m.  
 
The main reasons for the dip? According to Robert Ashcroft, chief executive of PRS: "The loss of high street outlets, the 
slowdown in physical music sales as well as the challenges capturing the full value of music usage online.” 
 
Whereas in previous years income reductions caused by falling physical sales had been more than offset by UK and 
international licensing, 2010's combined digital and physical sales failed to take the slack. Growth in royalties from 
legal digital services slowed in 2010 to 4.3% and physical sales were down 7% to 120m units. The CD market was down 
12.4% to 98.5m. 
 
The exception to this picture is royalties from live music, which brought in £18m in 2009, up from under £14m in 2008.  
 

4.4 The UK Economy 
 
As with many industries, the music business has suffered over the past three years due to effects of the global 
economic crisis. The UK economic forecast has softened recently with growth likely to be just 1.7% in 2011 and 
inflation predicted to hit 5%. With growth estimates for 2011 and 2012 adjusted downwards and set against a 
backdrop of government spending cuts and public service job losses, the UK economy may remain weak for longer 
than expected. 
 
According to the Bank of England the UK economy is still 4% below the level it was at before the global financial crisis, 
while GDP in the US has now surpassed its pre-crisis peak and other countries such as France and Germany forge 
ahead.  
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5. The Role of The London Office 
 

Given the upheaval facing the music industry, an important part of the initiative is to identify and map the new terrain.  

 
Initial priority objectives included: 
 

 Mapping the music market with regard to opportunities, particularly promising niches, genres, Norwegian 
artists, etc; 

 

 Building networks from the British media, radio and TV stations, music industry, fairs, concert venues, 
festivals and sales channels; 

 

 Acting as advisor and facilitator for the promotion of Norwegian artists to the British media; 
 

 Recruiting agents and other industry stakeholders to visit the Norwegian events and festivals. 
 
The overall strategy was flexible to being re-defined as new challenges, opportunities and important strategic partners 
revealed themselves. This non-prescriptive approach seems to have paid dividends as over the pilot period the office 
has proven to be dynamic and reactive to the evolving music environment.  
 
Other objectives of the pilot included: 
 

 Working closely with the Norwegian Embassy and Innovation Norway in London; 

 Acting as advisor and facilitator for promotion in connection with the Norwegian state visits or other 
governmental promotion work in the UK and other English-speaking markets; 

 Situating the office as a distribution office for Norwegian music exports; 

 Acting as an agent for Norwegian artists, managers and producers. 
 
Stein Iversen, Head of Cultural Information and Press at the Norwegian Embassy refers to the quality of collaboration 
between the London office and the embassy such as a launch party at the ambassadors residence which attracted a 
high calibre British music industry guest list. When approached by artists and agents for technical or tour support 
advice the embassy refers them to the office. “It's very good to have them here as a sounding board”, says Stein 
Iversen.  
 
Though important, these more embassy-related or agency type roles have proven less of a priority over the pilot 
period when compared to  the mapping, networking, advising, recruiting and support services.  
 
 

 

6. Mapping, Building Networks, Advising and Facilitating 
 
How successful has the London office been in mapping the market, building networks and establishing influential 
partnerships with contacts within the UK industry? How might this work have impacted on the export efforts of 
Norwegian music professionals?  
 
The focus groups were unanimous that the insight acquired by the office through extensive networking, research and 
first-hand experience of the UK market is vital.  
 
74% of survey respondents rated 'Mediating contact between UK and Norwegian professionals' as very or quite 
important. 91% believe that it is being performed quite or very well. 
 
Know-how can only be established through a presence; the awareness and perception of Norwegian acts among UK 
press and media was reported to have benefited from work carried out by the office.  
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7. Act as advisor and facilitator for the promotion of Norwegian artists 
to the British media 
 
Much of the UK Office's efforts have been expended on marketing and PR, winning the hearts and minds of the all 
important UK music press.  
 
Contributors to the report argue that, such is the influence of the UK scene, a single line in a UK broadsheet or 
influential UK publication such as the NME can be worth more than a front page in a German magazine. ''We're still 
getting gigs off the back of an NME Radar quote from three years ago saying that my band is the best thing to come 
out of Norway since Black Metal”, said one focus group participant. 
 
More media fragmentation means more opportunities for Norwegian artists to gain media coverage, be it new mainly 
digital magazines such as Clash magazine, Drowned In Sound, The Line of Best Fit, The Quietus or cool alternative zines 
such as Art Rocker and Stool Pigeon, all of whom have been happy to profile Norwegian acts with many also visiting 
Norwegian festivals. 
 
Great care seems to been taken in identifying suitable industry contacts and matching them with appropriate artists. 
This represents a targeted approach aimed at establishing lasting and meaningful relationships. “They know what 
we're into and are always cool about that and always listen to suggestions – sometime people can pester but they're 
sound. We're quite unpredictable in what we like but they're great,” says The Quietus Associate Editor Luke Turner. 
 
“It's clearly a well thought-out strategy,” says James Foley of Record of The Day. “There's more visibility than in 
previous years. You can tell there's an organisation in place and a strategy in place, whether it's the club nights in 
London or the various shows they put on.” 
 
Chris Barrett, Features Editor at Music Week: “Thanks to the Ja Ja Ja events and work of the Norwegian Music Export 
office I feel I have a better understanding of the breadth and depth of the contemporary Norwegian acts.” 
 

7.1 Industry-wide Network Building 
 
It's not just in the eyes of the press that awareness of Norwegian talent has risen. Industry-wide the profiles of 
Norwegian artists in the UK have been boosted. 
 
Jon Mac, Head of New Festivals Mama Group / co-founder of The Great Escape, said: “Norwegian music has been good 
for the last 3 or 4 years. They've had a good thing going and kept it going.” 
 
Music industry consultant and promoter Andy Inglis: “They've done a great job in the space of six years and since 2008 
they've done a remarkable job. Completely changing the perception of Norwegian music in the UK. Previously it was all 
the Swedes. The Swedes lay the groundwork in the 60s with great recording and rehearsal studios across the country. 
Doors have opened.” 
 
“I'm much more aware that it exists and that there is a thriving scene and acts like Casio Kids that I'm aware of where 
you wouldn't necessarily have connected that they were Norwegian”, said Jon Webster of The MMF. 
 
Lisa Whytock of Showcase Scotland, the largest expo in Europe for folk and roots music, talked of the close working 
relationship with the office proving integral to the success of their Norwegian Intentional partnership. 
 
Referring to the 2010 Norwegian partnership she says: “If it hadn't been for the London office the partnership 
wouldn't have happened. It's all a result of Jonas's fact-finding mission to Glasgow. There's no doubt in my mind that 
wouldn't have happened without the London office.” 
 
The Norwegian professionals consulted are also in clear agreement that knowledge and understanding of Norwegian 
music has increased in the UK industry since the office opened. 
 
In response to the question “To your knowledge how much has UK music industry awareness of Norwegian music 
changed since the UK export office opened?”, more that 50% of respondents to the online survey indicated that 
awareness had risen 'Quite a lot'. 
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Not only is the UK music industry more aware of what the Norwegian industry to offer, but also the improved 
awareness and quality of relationships has worked in both directions. The Norwegian industry is now better informed 
and able to focus efforts more efficiently and effectively.  
 
A consistent theme throughout the interviews and focus groups was the quality of information that the Norwegian 
professionals now have to work with. Especially when it comes to targeting relevant, key professionals and potential 
partners. “Jonas is sifting through the industry finding suitable contacts.”  
 
Feedback suggests that the targets being fed to Norwegian exporters are of a higher quality than before. Whereas in 
the past each professional would have been met with an almost infinite range of potential contacts, the office serves 
to identify players who may offer the most suitable potential assistance.  
 
Especially across contemporary rock and pop, the office is consistently praised for the filtering of contacts.  
 
Contributors in other genres such as folk, jazz and classical also highlighted the work of the office in this respect, saying 
that it saved them time and energy as well as helping develop home grown music industry talent. According to one 
contributor, there were until recently very few classical management agencies in Norway. This meant that for all the 
money invested in classical tuition and education in Norway, artists would have  little option but to go with a UK 
manager.  
 
Credibility is fragile in the busy UK industry and thus it is important to understand which contacts will be interested in 
which acts. The need for the office to walk a delicate line between by remaining inclusive and not adopting the role of 
arbiter of good or bad while at the same time acting as a filter to the UK industry was raised.  
 
On the one hand, the only way that the right people in the Norwegian industry will meet the right people in the UK 
industry is if the office delivers quality. This suggests that artists should be presented based on quality and not simply 
because they are Norwegian. On the other, if the filtering process is too rigid or poorly-applied the office runs the risk 
of being accused of being exclusive.  
 
The consensus across the focus groups was that this potentially tricky issue was being handled with great sensitivity 
and skill. 
 
The focus groups pointed out that the objective input from the office acts as a check point, an opportunity to evaluate 
whether the timing and circumstances are right for the approach to be made in the first place.  
 
Though 63% of survey respondents say that services provided by the London office are integral to dealings with the UK 
market, nobody is obliged to consult with the London office and there are numerous ways in which the UK industry 
can be approached independently. Those with hard-won networks of their own may well bypass the office completely.  
 
Even in the case when either the timing or the appropriateness of the introduction isn't necessarily right, the effort is 
appreciated. A manager contributor to the focus group commented on how the office continually contacted him with 
suggestions and recommendations of people who would be good to speak with. Even though the manager is holding 
off on approaching the UK market as a plot develops on mainland Europe, he was delighted to be fed this information 
and clear that when the time is right the intelligence will come in useful. 
 
These specific market readiness consultative and capacity building services will be examined in greater detail later in 
the report.  
 
Another interesting point raised during the focus groups was that the mere existence of an office made a clear 
statement of intent that is respected by the UK industry. It tells people that Norway is serious about its artists and 
about doing business in the UK. In addition this professional approach is attractive to prospective partners. Rob Chalice 
live agent at CODA says: “At showcase events like Eurosonic, Great Escape and Camden Crawl the office has made their 
presence. That gives bands and potential partners confidence.” Companies know that the whole deal-making and 
export effort is being approached seriously. Put two artists together and the one with the best plot, the most 
organised and professional approach will win. “When you get invited to the Norwegian Ambassador’s residence and 
there's a party and a Norwegian act plays it says something. It really makes a difference. It's nailing your colours to the 
mast” - Jon Webster 
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7.2 Relative Profile 
 
In an increasingly competitive environment it is felt that Norway is making headway against other Nordic countries. 
 
When asked the question: “Since the UK office opened does Norwegian music enjoy a stronger awareness in relation 
to other Nordic countries?”, 66% indicated that they believed that Norwegian music now enjoys stronger relative 
awareness. 34% felt there has been no change. 
 
On the UK side - Drowned In Sound news editor Luke Slater says: “I've become more aware, generally. Not that I wasn't 
aware before, just that I wasn't necessarily aware of Norwegian music as Norwegian music. Now it's a more conscious 
thing and has been for the last couple of years.” 
 
“Norway is at the forefront of Scandinavian music,” says Dan Miller, head of print PR at Anorak London. 
 
It wasn't uncommon for the Scandinavian countries to be lumped together in the minds of much of the industry but 
now it would seem that Norway has broken free with a stronger, more defined industry personality. Skandicool 
Norwegian style. For example By:Larm has established itself as one of the main industry showcase events in Europe. 
 
Whereas in the past when first talking with labels there was sometimes a condescending attitude towards Norwegian 
music, over time this approach has lessened. In fact companies are now keen to engage Norway having proven itself as 
a contender. The cumulative contributions of success, networking and a professional approach to making inroads into 
the UK music market all bearing fruit. 
 
Ja Ja Ja's local curation was cited as a particularly innovative move and something that separated it from being a 
generic identikit showcase. This elevated it from being a mere flag-waving exercise into something that carried great 
credibility and justified itself on quality alone. 
 
In summary, the UK is now a much more accessible market. With 83% of respondents answering 'Yes' when asked the 
question - “Do you feel it's easier to access the UK music industry since the office opened?”, it is clear that the office is 
making a big difference. 
 

8. Recruiting agents and other industry stakeholders to visit the 
Norwegian events and festivals 
 
At the heart of the export campaign has been a concerted effort to attract UK music press, taste makers and relevant 
industry people to experience Norwegian music and Norway first hand. The office coordinates the British delegations 
at the international programs at By:Larm, Øyafestivalen, Inferno, Kongsberg Jazz Festival and Bergen International 
Festival. It also acts as an interface between the British press and Norwegian festivals. 
 
Here is a sample of feedback from the UK industry on MEN's work at building strong, sustainable bonds through 
festivals. 
 
Dan Miller at PR company Anorak: ” Anorak have dealt with print press and online PR for the Oya Festival for the last 
four years. We get plenty of input form the office, which is a good sounding board helping select what UK media and 
press targets we can bring down and what coverage we can get. And at that end they're always very keen to promote 
specific Norwegian acts playing – something we work on with them and for example we've done mix tapes with DIS 
and NME specifically with Norwegian artists playing.” 
 
“They're really good at getting people going and they're good about getting different people going. Do lovely events,” 
says Luke Turner. 
 
“I was incredibly well looked after on each show, which is taken as a given, but the level of organisation and 
preparedness for each knocks spots off any event I've ever attended in the UK” - Luke Slater 
 
“The Oya festival is great because they have an international programme as well. It works both ways, we get a chance 
to meet people who are key in their industry and I guess they benefit from having that international crowd there as 
well” - James Foley 
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Jon Mac: “By:Larm is the most successful way we discover acts and EuroSonic. Usually the office invite us over.” 
 
Profile has been raised massively through the efforts of MEN and Oya and By:larm and those three all share their 
networks. There's a real focus on international delegations. 
 
Great care is taken in targeting appropriate contacts and making sure that there is a clear relevance behind invitations. 
The office does not seek to act as an live music promoter or agency. The role is that of facilitator, playing Cupid by 
making sure that the right people on both the British and Norwegian side of the equation are meeting each other and 
experiencing the best of what each has to offer.  
 
A contributor referred to their success in winning support through the BBC New Generation Artists. It is a two-year 
scheme that gives at least two studio recordings each year to participants. In addition the scheme has long 
associations with festivals in the UK and has collaborated with international recording companies (such as EMI and 
Harmonia Mundi). 
  
After two years nurturing relationships with the BBC, the contributor had a meeting with them in April 2011 in London 
(a trip which was part support by MEN) at which they were convinced to come and hear one of the manager's artists, 
pianist Christian Ihle Hadland, live at the Bergen Festival.   
 
Unfortunately the BBC budget was so small that they asked instead for Christian to go and play for them live in 
London. The manager knew though that a trip to the Bergen Festival would impress as the atmosphere there is quite 
unique, so asked MEN if there might be some support available. There was. MEN covered two rooms for one night so 
they heard Christian both in rehearsal and in a concert. The BBC executives were also taken on a trip out to Grieg´s 
home which really impressed them. 
  
The contributor adds: “I think this is a good example of how a little money can go a long way as not only was this good 
for Christian, it was also good for me as I had time on my own with these people, where ordinarily in London I may 
only get 30 minutes with them in a meeting setting. I think it will prove to be good for the Festival as it set them in a 
very positive light with the BBC and as these two people are also in charge of taking foreign concerts it hopefully will 
open up an opportunity for more of the Bergen Festival concerts to be played by the BBC.” 
 
58% of survey respondents indicated that 'Showcasing (including UK Showcasing & Press/Industry trips to Norway),' 
was considered “very important”. 25% answered 'Quite Important'. 
 
Norwegian agents and labels commented that over the last couple of years they seem to be dealing with more 
influential 'decision makers' both in the UK and also attending showcase events in Norway. 
 

9. Practical benefits – Services now and in the future 
 
Raising awareness is all very well, but what services are in place to help build profile and to take advantage of it? How 
useful are they?  
 
The office was given credit for giving management and labels, especially new ones, a confidence boost. Having a 
presence and knowing that there's someone on the ground takes a lot of the fear or worry out of approaching the UK. 
“If you've only got one friend in London, Jonas is a good friend to have,” commented a manager at one of the focus 
groups. Also working out of the office and being immersed in the industry is educational and a good way to make 
contacts. 
 
The office already offers a whole raft of services to assist the Norwegian industry in its efforts to make headway in the 
UK. Both the focus groups and the survey were asked to express their opinions on and experiences of these services.  
 
Those questioned were asked how important the following services of the UK office are to their business:  
 

 General UK trade counselling, advisory services and business support; 

 Mediating contact between UK and Norwegian professionals; 

 Training and capacity building (Business Development Program, presentations in Norway, UK presence at 
International programs; ByLarm, Øya etc); 

 Facilitation and value maximisation at key music conferences and showcasing events;  
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 Generic promotion/marketing/information of Norwegian Music; 

 Promotion/marketing/information of individual artists/projects (incl. B2B promotion);  

 Showcasing (including UK Showcasing & Press/Industry trips to Norway);  

 Logistics (Accommodation/Transport/Equipment hire); 

 Hotdesking; 

 Market Intelligence;  

 Advice on business culture and language issues.  
 
The response was as follows. 
 

 
 
Only points nine ('Hotdesking') and eleven ('Advice on business culture and language services') were considered not at 
all important. Point 11 is quite understandable as the standard of English and UK cultural awareness amongst most 
Norwegian music professionals is high.  
 
As far as the relative usefulness of hotdesking it seemed to be that the main issue was the office's location in 
Hammersmith. A more central location or somewhere in east London such as Shoreditch were suggested as ways to 
make hotdesking at the London office a more attractive proposition. Those that had used it were supportive and it also 
provided opportunities to meet other industry professionals. 
 
When asked of these same services “How well they are being performed by the London office” all respondents 
answered either 'quite well' or 'very well' with the biggest successes:  
 

 'Training and capacity building (Business Development Program, UK presence at International programs; 
ByLarm, Øya etc)'; 

 'Mediating contact between UK and Norwegian professionals'; 

 'Facilitation and value maximisation at key music conferences and showcasing events'.  

 “They negotiate very hard on showcasing and network opportunities at the Great Escape.  
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 Much harder than any other export office. Put in performance related incentives. Very competitive. I respect 
the initiative. Definitely one of the more detailed and more formidable of the offices.” Jon Mac – The Great 
Escape 

 
Closely followed by: 
 

 General UK trade counselling, advisory services and business support; 

 Market Intelligence; 

 Alerts on latest and best business opportunities. 
 

 
 
With 'Training & Capacity Building' listed as the most important service it was interesting to observe what sort of 
impact professional training is having. The office has arranged two successful Business Development Programs as well 
as a number of well-attended and well-received social media training sessions through NOMEX. 
 
When asked about the quality of Norwegian management in recent years, members of the UK industry suggested that 
they have noticed improvements. “They see the value of investing in managers. Why should you have to end up with 
British managers and agents? They know it doesn't have to be like that”, said Jon Webster.  
 
Dan Miller at Anorak adds: “Their understanding of how the UK music scene and how the UK music media works is 
better. Always really great people to work with. Reliable, professional and enthusiastic.”  
 
Lisa Whytock of Showcase Scotland says: “They're really proactive in helping people who are interesting in 
management or establishing labels, or agencies supporting them to attend international trade events at which they get 
contacts – they're good at that.”  
 
Jon Mac says: “Bands generally have good teams and good management. They're very amiable, with good market 
knowledge. Whilst the quality of the acts has remained stable but the resources behind them has got better. They're 
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better prepared. More market ready. Management training and market understanding of the market and how they 
have been introduced to the market and MEN have had quite a bit to do with that. 
 

10. Financial Services 
 
In addition to practical services the office also offers a range of financial services. Namely: 
 

 Financial support to participate in UK trade fairs, music conferences and networking arenas;  

 Financial travel support for showcases; 

 Promotional and marketing support (on behalf of the Norwegian Embassy). 
 
Not only were all considered “very important” by survey respondents, but also their provision was rated highly. Cost 
was cited as the main barrier to entry to the UK market, hence the importance of the office’s assistance. 

 
 
 
75% of respondents reported that the London Office saved them money. Examples given included: 
 

 Discounts of equipment rental, and advice on transport and accommodation; 

 Good hotel deals; 

 Funding showcases; 

 Marketing help. 
 
One contributor commented: “In my experience, without MEN support in some instances projects would not get off 
the ground as I need financial support in getting people to visit an artist and hear them to actually clinch the deal.” 
 
Contributors seemed to all agree that funds are best deployed when targeted at companies as opposed to artists. 
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Companies they argued could take a more objective and strategic approach to spending funding that would give more 
benefit to artists over the long term by strengthening management/label positions. 
 

11. Future Services 
 
With the London office about to extend their support by introducing a range of new initiatives, we took the 
opportunity to quiz survey contributors on their thoughts.  
 
Here's what they said: 

 
 
 
On-the-ground assistance as well as the 'match-making', market intelligence services, training and business 
development programmes seems to play an effective and widely appreciated role in the efforts of Norwegian 
professionals to export their acts to the UK. 
 
The temporary relocation service was raised in the survey groups as something of particular interest with reference 
made to the successful pilot. The nature of the programme was queried in that rather than a relocating to London for a 
solid block of time some delegates saw a greater advantage in being supported for shorter periods over a more 
extended length of time. For example, one week a month spread out over a year as opposed to a continuous three 
month period. 
 
Brand partnership and corporate sponsorship facilitation was also flagged as a popular forthcoming service – 50% of 
respondents believing that it will be very useful. 
 
Response to the up and coming Export Health Check was interesting.  
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When asked: “Does having an office working alongside the UK music industry help you prepare your artists/projects to 
be market ready?”, 63% agreed. This added preparation was addressed in the focus group as contributors commented 
how before acts even get as far as approaching the UK market, those not yet ready for the UK market would not be 
pointed in the office's direction for assistance. 
 
The office’s presence acts as a checkpoint, an opportunity to evaluate whether the timing and circumstances are right 
for the approach to be made in the first place. Forthcoming initiatives such as the Market Canvassing service seem to 
be a more formalised way of addressing this informal “Willing, Able, Ready” (W-A-R) benefit. 
 
It's important that this new service along with other new offerings and the existing range of services are well 
publicised. There seemed to be a little uncertainty as to the extent of what the office offers amongst a number of 
contributors. Better communication needs to be in place in order to make sure that members are fully aware of what 
in on offer. Something the new bi-monthly trade newsletter is sure to improve. By the same token it was commented 
that members have a responsibility to themselves to seek information and make contact with the London office should 
they have a requirement. 
 
Clearly the more members can be made aware of services such as the equipment hire, hotdesking and the other new 
services such as 'market canvassing, 1-1 consultation and W-A-R (Willing, Able, Ready) analysis the easier it will be for 
members to choose whether to factor them into their projects.  
 
 

12. Conclusions 
 
Throughout the evaluation the impact and influence of the service and in particular the contribution of Jonas Vebner, 
the man at the helm of the project, were almost universally and unequivocally regarded as positive. 
 
“He's doing a great job,” and “I can't speak highly enough of him” are two representative quotes. The contribution of 
the office was widely commented-upon by UK and Norwegian contributors alike. The office is credited with providing a 
significant boost to both the profile and performance of Norwegian music industry as well as the efforts of those 
working hard to build their businesses abroad.  
 
Jon Webster of the MMF even referred to the added competition that Norwegian acts are giving UK bands: “There's 
enough British artists trying to get on Radio 2”, he says, “without half of Norway trying to get on there as well – it's 
really tough.” The profile of Norwegian acts at The Great Escape even saw frustrated British managers put on their 
own fringe, 'Push the Tide' events.  
 
Among the many compliments passed on about the office and Jonas's super connectivity was the ease of access and 
availability of Jonas to deal with queries, often out of office hours. “Above and beyond the call of duty.”  
 
All in all, extremely positive. 
 
A number of contributors did though express a little concern over the amount of ground that Jonas has to cover. What 
might happen should he be knocked down by a bus or when he leaves? Is there a robust succession plan? 
 
Although most agreed that the UK usually isn't the most lucrative of international markets for their projects, its role a 
stepping stone – either through the ability to do international deals in London, or as a shop window - is a critical 
component of international success. One focus group contributor even said that they reworked their strategy to focus 
on the UK further following the setting up of the UK export office. Only with the input and guidance of the office could 
he approach what otherwise would have been an impenetrable and impossibly expensive market. 
 
Contributors referred to deals being done in the UK acting as the launch pad to success worldwide with little actual 
success in the UK itself. Comments such as: “I will spend PR money in the UK but make money in other places”, or, “It 
doesn't matter if you don't make money in the UK, because attention there leads to attention in other territories. You 
make money indirectly,” seemed to express the overall sentiment of the focus groups. 
 
Those interviewed and surveyed seems pleased with the progress of the office. There's a broad consensus that not 
only are relationships with relevant professionals in the UK music press and industry now spread wider and deeper 
than before. The Norwegian industry also possess better market intelligence and other key business skills.  
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When asked the question: “If the office didn't exist would it need to?”, 85% of respondents replied “Yes”. 
 
Stein Iversen: “The Norwegian music industry is much more professional now. And the industry understands how the 
game works internationally to a much greater extent than five years ago. The Norwegian music industry is much more 
international, focused and strategic than previously. II'm really impressed with MEN – they have long term 
perspectives, are very professional and do the right thing with their business to business approach and strategic 
network events.” 
 
Though the pilot has proven popular, there's no room for complacency or regarding the project as anything other than 
work in progress. A feeling acknowledged and shared by a number of the contributors: 
 
“It's not going to happen overnight”, says Lisa Whytock of Showcase Scotland. “Just because they had an international 
partnership one year doesn't mean to say it's going to happen overnight. This year there were a significant number of 
Norwegian delegates and still several Norwegian acts booked for Celtic Connections as a result of Showcase Scotland 
and they wouldn't have been booked if it wasn't for that partnership. They still took a trade stand and a high presence 
of delegates and profile work needs to continue for them to really put down roots. It's not going to happen in one 
year.” 
 
Quantifying this positive experience of the Norwegian music industry in terms of hard and fast ROI is difficult. For 
example TONO clearing rights for Norwegian music abroad, spiked by high profile releases in 2008 that increased UK 
revenues by 37% in 08-09 from 07-08, reverted to their 07-08 figures. Assessing bottom line benefits and attributing 
improved performance specifically to the direct contribution of the office is also tough. Metrics are few and far 
between and determining let alone attributing ROI isn't easy with figures often failing to show  real on the ground 
progress. 
 
The positive sentiment of the focus groups, the overwhelmingly positive responses to the online survey and the 
reaction of the UK industry contributors tell their own, perhaps more revealing story. 
 

13. Recommendations 
 
As happy as contributors were with the London office there were plenty of ideas and suggestions as to how the office 
can move forward with a focus on those initiatives that have already been successful. 
 

13.1 Showcasing 
 
Ja Ja Ja was held as a shining light and though a NOMEX initiative as opposed to a singularly Norwegian effort its 
benefit was considered extremely powerful. A twice-yearly Ja Ja Ja tour was suggested, with the fixed expenses of 
getting a band over to London spread out across a number of shows. 
 
Perhaps the concept could be looked at across difference genres. One contributor quipped: “What about 'Jazz, Jazz, 
Jazz?” A light-hearted commented that does draw attention to the need for the office (as strong as it has been in 
assisting contemporary rock and pop) to assist other genres too. For example, classical music, though not benefiting 
from general showcase assistance, does benefit from more specific project support. 
 
Following on from this, reference was made by the UK professionals to the best opportunities for Norwegian music 
being situated in places where it does not compete against existing strong British players. “We don't need any more 
indie rock bands, we've got plenty of them, we don't need any more female singer songwriters. We need more Team 
Me - euphoric young pop,” says Andy Inglis. 
 
When it comes to competing with UK bands, reference was made to the perception that the UK is “generally self 
sufficient with talent” or that, “The UK market just seems to be more interested in their home grown bands, and there 
are a lot of them.” All the more important in that case to assist Norwegian bands as much as possible. 
 
Jon Mac at The Great Escape suggested that the office would be wise to concentrate on fewer events and to try and 
realise more value in funding artists and networking events rather than breaking it up at multiple showcasing events. 
Perhaps SXSW, CMJ and a couple of other strong events such as By:Larm and Great Escape with a small presence at 
EuroSonic would be enough in Europe. “They should work with us more, “ he added, “we love them.” 
 

mailto:I@m
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13.2 Services 
 
In addition to the new services about to be introduced, now is a good time to consolidate the existing provisions. For 
example there were requests for an updated discounted backline deal and other practical input such as things like 
storage, shipping information, insurance, plus access to six-seater splitter vans.  
 
Hotel deals and a list of suitable hotels suitable for bands and support crew to stay in whilst in London would be 
valued. An extension of this was suggested in the form of a tour manager network that would open up access to 
vehicle hire and crew such as sound technicians. 
 
A call was made by a number of focus group contributors for more work to be done in putting together genre-specific 
databases, even genre-specific workshops that detailed professional contacts for deal making and logistical support for 
live work.  
 
The survey revealed that focus must be on given on assistance to develop and maintain the network of managers and 
the need for more educational/vocational training services. The value of training and the importance cannot be 
underestimated and needs to be pushed forward as much as possible. As initiatives such as management training or 
the digital and social media marketing training start to yield benefits so the professionalism of the industry builds.  
 

13.3 Extended Networks & Market Intelligence 
 
One important insight asked for was a clearer picture on who is looking for what (A&R). Who is signing and who are 
not. With an eye out for the differences in publishing and recording. 
 
It was suggested that perhaps there should be a shift in emphasis from PR and marketing to deeper and more timely 
industry intelligence. One of the more established contributors to the focus group recommended that the office 
should work closer with industry lawyers to identify who is looking for what when it comes to signings. It was argued 
that these days it's the lawyers who hold access to vital industry information, acting as both broker for labels and 
management. A call was made for Jonas to zero in on music lawyers as a way of gleaning the hottest industry gossip. 
 
Identifying which partners not to use is also important, in other words a blacklist as well as a white list. Again the cost 
of PR was raised. 'Why should I pay four times what a UK company pays just because they drink beer with the PR 
company?' While it will always be down to an individual’s relationship and negotiating skills to get the best deal, this 
question does raise the point that the UK industry, aware of the resources applied to assist Norwegian companies in 
their export efforts, might try to take advantage. 
 
More UK industry statistics were asked for, particularly market information that might help target efforts. 
 

13.4 Publishing & Sync 
 
Publishing and sync were highlighted as areas that need further exploration and exploitation. With record deals 
thinner on the ground and advances on the slide, the need to make suitable contacts and to have access to updated 
market intelligence was seen as an increasing priority. Although the office provides a good general overview 
contributors are keen to stay as up to date as possible on changes to the publishing industry. 
 

13.5 Location 
 
The office move from south London to east or central London was identified as a very positive step. The current 
location of the office currently provides little incentive for members to take advantage of its resources.  
 

13.6 Communication 
 
Some contributors asked for greater clarity about the services the office represents. From practical things such as kit 
hire to more long term propositions. With the vast majority of respondents indicating a preference to receive 
information via email, the proposed email newsletter should make it far quicker and easier to share news on services.  
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13.7 Metrics 
 
With so much energy expended assisting the export efforts of Norwegian music companies, gathering quantitative 
data as opposed to more qualitative sentiment to evaluate the financial impact of the office has been difficult to 
capture. A lack of clear statistical insight means that currently it is difficult to assess the very real input that the music 
industry contributes to Norwegian music exports.  
 
It is recommended that the office should try to use the lessons learnt over the last three years in an effort to define a 
new long-term strategy and to establish clearer more measurable aims/objectives and key targets.  
 
Also benchmarking needs to be applied not only to measure its effectiveness and to guide the deployment of 
resources in areas when it has been proven most useful, but also to identify under supported genres and evaluate the 
ongoing benefits of training and capacity building. 
 

13.8 Funding 
 
Unsurprisingly initiatives that involve spending more money were common in the focus groups and with survey 
respondents when answering “How can the service be improved? What additional service would you like to see?” 
 
Perhaps the most worthy direction for any more funding would be the office itself. With Jonas described by a UK 
industry contributor as, “one man trying to represent an entire business” it might be wise to support the foundations 
of the office first before extending what is already a broad range of services.  
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14. Oslo Focus Group Attendees 
 

Focus Group 1 - 6th June 2011 
 

Participants  Company  Role 
Claes Olsen Øyafestivalen Festival Promoter 

Joakim Haugland Smalltown Supersound Label 

Frøydis Moberg YAP / Datarock Label 

Per-Kristian Rekdal Musikkprofil Live Agent 

Kathryn Naish Nordic Artists Management Management - Classical 

Mikal Telle Made Management 

Morten Andreassen Unit Management 

Vegard Waske Up Front Artists Management 

Petter Krogstie VME Label/Publisher 

Lene Furuli Solid Musikk Management 

Trond Tornes Phonofile Digital Aggregator 

 

Focus Group 2 - 7th June 2011 
 

Participants  Company  Role 
Frithjof Hungnes Propeller Recordings Label 

Erlend Gjerde Indie Recordings Label/distribution 

Kristian Kallevik Tiger Label/Distribution 

Lars Aass NOPA  Songwriter/producer 

Chris Wareing Made Management 

Mark Vaughan UFA Management 

Helge Westbye Grappa Label 

Rune Kristoffersen Rune Grammofon Label 

Kai Robøle Waterfall Publishing/Label 
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15. UK Industry Interviewees 
 
Name  Company Position 

 
Chris Barrett 

Music Week Features Editor  

James Foley Record Of The Day Musical Editor 

Andy Malt CMU Unlimited Editor 

Luke Slater  Drowned In Sound News Editor  

Mike Flynn Time Out / Jazzwize Journalist 

Luke Turner The Quietus 
 

Associate Editor 

Stein Iversen Norwegian Embassy Head of Cultural, Information and 
Press  

Jon Mac Head of New Festivals / Co-founder  
 

The Great Escape  

Lisa Whytock Showcase Scotland / Active Events 
(important arena + agent for 
folk/traditional music) 
 

Agent / Producer 

Rob Chalice Coda Agency Agent 

Jon Webster MMF Chief Executive  

Dan Miller  Anorak PR Head of Print PR 

Andy Inglis 5000 Music Industry Consultant and 
promoter 



 

 

16. Music Export Norway 
 
www.musicexportnorway.no  
 
Aims and objectives: Music Export Norway AS (MEN) represents the Norwegian professional music industry. MEN 
works with all genres of music and the aim is to increase the value of the music business in Norway through 
international activities and by building a brand of Norway as music providing country. 
 
Established: June 2000 
 
Owned by: Fono (Association of Norwegian Record Labels), Gramart (Recording artists), IFPI Norway (International 
Federation of the Phonographic Industry Norway), MFO (Musicians Union), NOPA (Association of Lyricists and Popular 
Composers) 
 
2010 Annual turnover: – €1.5 million  
 
The grant from the Culture Ministry was € 780000 for 2010. 
 
Employees: 6 - 1 in London, 1 in Berlin and 4 in Oslo  
 
MAIN ACTIVITIES:  
 
Conventions and festivals: 
 
In 2009 MEN participated in the following international festivals and conventions: MIDEM, Popkomm, Womex, 
Eurosonic, Great Escape, London Calling, MusExpo LA and London, SXSW, Spot, GoNorth, Tilburg ZXZW, APAP, ITC, 
Region, CMJ, Jazzahead, Reeperbahn   
 
MEN collaborated and organised the international programme at the following domestic festivals and conventions: 
by:Larm, Øya Festivalen, Kongsberg Jazz Festival,Inferno Festival and Folkelarm.  
 
Marketing campaigns:  
 
Since 2004 MEN has produced CD samplers which are distributed at conventions and sent to A&R people, radio and TV 
stations, and music supervisors. So far 22 CDs have been produced in this series and have showcased 304 artists. 
45000 copies have been distributed. 
 
Built a database of international contacts and releases a regular newsletter which goes out to approx. 1000 
subscribers.  
  
A new web strategy is now being developed to strengthen the promotional tools the office has.  
  
Special focus on the UK market by opening a London office with one member of staff. 
  
Set up a post for information and communication to explore and exploit the opportunities of internet marketing. 
 
Networking and strengthening market position:  
 
Developing business networks through participating in conventions and creating opportunities for B2B activities and 
developing networking for its members through organised speed meetings at domestic events. 
 
Education and training:  
 
In 2009 MEN organised a BDP (Business Development Program along with IMMF (international Music Managers 
Forum) and MMF UK. 
 
Grants:  
 



 

 

In 2008 MEN gave 570 000 Nkr in travel support to artists (€65 000) and  
155 000 Nkr to industry delegates (€17 500). 
 
Engagement 
 
The Norwegian Music Export office directly engages with 500 Norwegian industry professionals. It has a mail list of 
1000 (not all music professionals) and enjoys a network of over 3000 through related organisations. 
In 2009 the Norwegian Export offices assisted 150 Norwegian companies include labels, management, booking, 
distribution, publishing and events (festivals etc) off their core database.  
The number of artists represented in 2009 was 450, including bands, solo artists and songwriters across all genres. 
 


